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Before there was Santa Claus, there was a young boy who believed in the impossible. . . .

Lemony Snicket meets Klaus in this warmhearted Christmas caper. Eleven-year-old Nikolas—

nicknamed “Christmas”—has received only one toy in his life: a doll carved out of a turnip. But

he’s happy with his turnip doll, because it came from his parents, who love him. Then one day

his father goes missing, and Nikolas must travel to the North Pole to save him. Along the way,

Nikolas befriends a surly reindeer, bests a troublesome troll, and discovers a hidden world of

enchantment in the frozen village of Elfhelm. But the elves of Elfhelm have troubles of their

own: Christmas spirit and goodwill are at an all-time low, and Nikolas may be the only person

who can fix things—if only he can reach his father before it’s too late. . . . Sparkling with wit and

warmth, A Boy Called Christmas is a cheeky new Christmas classic-in-the-making from

acclaimed author Matt Haig and illustrator Chris Mould."Irresistibly readable. Destined to

become a Christmas and anytime-before-or-after-Christmas classic!" --Chris Grabenstein, New

York Times bestselling author of Escape from Mr. Lemoncello's Library“The definitive (and

funny) history of ho, ho, ho! My children loved it.” —Yann Martel, bestselling author of Life of

Pi “The most evergreen, immortal Christmas story to be published for decades.” —Stephen

Fry"Humorous and heartfelt, A Boy Called Christmas will grow your heart three sizes and make

you believe in magic." --Liesl Shurtliff, New York Times bestselling author of Rump"Matt Haig

has an empathy for the human condition, the light and the dark of it, and he uses the full

palette to build his excellent stories.”—Neil Gaiman, Newbery-winning author of The Graveyard

Book

“Like stockings hung by the fire, this spellbinding opus may well become a yuletide tradition.” --

Kirkus Reviews (starred review)“There’s plenty to please fans of Roald Dahl, Lemony Snicket,

and Adam Gidwitz: offbeat humor with the ultimate satisfaction of overcoming the impossible,

helping humanity, and achieving one’s dreams. A popular choice for Christmas or year round.”

-- School Library Journal“Perfectly captures the spirit of Christmas, and Mould’s scratchy ink-

pen illustrations bring charm and humor to the page. Misguided elves, a mouse that

unflaggingly believes in the existence of cheese, and flying reindeer (naturally) all unite under

one boy’s faith in the impossible. A heartwarming holiday adventure.” -- Booklist --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorMATT HAIG has won

a Blue Peter Book Award and the Smarties Book Prize. He has been shortlisted three times for

the Carnegie Medal for his stories for children and young adults. He is also a #1 national

bestselling writer of books for adults and has sold more than 100,000 books in Canada. Matt

Haig lives in Brighton, UK, with his wife and their two children.CHRIS MOULD went to art

school at the age of sixteen. He has won the Nottingham Children’s Book Award and has been

commended by the Sheffield Children’s Book Award. He loves his work and likes to write and

draw the kinds of books that he would have liked to have had on his shelf as a boy. Chris Mould

is married with two children and lives in Yorkshire, UK.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.From School Library JournalGr 3–6—This lively British import

recounts the adventures of young Nicholas, who will grow up to become Father Christmas,

otherwise known as Santa Claus to American children. Born on Christmas Day, Nicholas leads

a life of hardship in a remote, ramshackle cabin with his good-hearted father. When his father

goes in search of Elfhelm (and a chance at a great monetary reward), Nicholas is left alone



with his cruel aunt Carlotta. After enduring abuse and neglect, the boy sets off on his own to

find his father and the mythical land of the elves. The fairy-tale atmosphere aptly sets the stage

for magic and mischief, including flying reindeer, exploding trolls, a truth pixie, and a trusty

mouse companion. Nicholas eventually changes the course of Elfhelm history, saving it from a

regime of unhappiness, and ultimately discovers his true calling as a giver of gifts. Mould's

quirky yet charming black-and-white drawings are a perfect complement to the sometimes

snarky text. VERDICT There's plenty to please fans of Roald Dahl, Lemony Snicket, and Adam

Gidwitz: offbeat humor with the ultimate satisfaction of overcoming the impossible, helping

humanity, and achieving one's dreams. A popular choice for Christmas or year round.—

Madeline Bryant, Los Angeles Public Library --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From the Back CoverEleven-year-old Nikolas—nicknamed ‘Christmas’—has received

only one toy in his life: a doll carved out of a turnip. Still, he tries hard to believe in happiness,

living with his father in the second smallest cottage in all of Finland. Then one day his father

goes missing, and Nikolas must travel to the North Pole to save him.Along the way, Nikolas

befriends a surly reindeer, bests a troublesome troll, and discovers a hidden world of

enchantment in the frozen village of Elfhelm. But the elves of Elfhelm have troubles of their

own: Christmas spirit and goodwill are at an all-time low, and Nikolas may be the only person

who can fix things—if only he can reach his father before it’s too late. . .--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.You are

about to read the true story of Father Christmas. Yes. Father Christmas. You may wonder how I

know the true story of Father Christmas, and I will tell you that you shouldn’t really question

such things. Not right at the start of a book. It’s rude, for one thing. All you need to understand

is that I do know the story of Father Christmas, or else why would I be writing it? Maybe you

don’t call him Father Christmas. Maybe you call him something else. Santa or Saint Nick or

Santa Claus or Sinterklaas or Kris Kringle or Pelznickel or Papa Noel or Strange Man with a

Big Belly Who Talks to Reindeer and Gives Me Presents. Or maybe you have a name you’ve

come up with yourself, just for fun. If you were an elf, though, you would always call him Father

Christmas. It was the pixies who started calling him Santa Claus, and spread the word, just to

confuse things, in their mischievous way. But whatever you happen to call him, you know about

him, and that’s the main thing. Can you believe there was a time when no one in the world

knew about him? A time when he was just an ordinary boy called Nikolas, living in the middle

of nowhere, or the middle of Finland, doing nothing with magic except believing in it? A boy

who knew very little about the world except the taste of mushroom soup, the feel of a cold

north wind, and the stories he was told. And who only had a doll made out of a turnip to play

with. But life was going to change for Nikolas, in ways he could never have imagined. Things

were going to happen to him. Good things. Bad things. But if you are one of those people who

believe that some things are impossible, you should put this book down right away. It is most

certainly not for you. Because this book is full of impossible things. Are you still reading the

book? Good. (Elves would be proud.) Then let us begin . . .--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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For Lucas and PearlTHIS IS A BORZOI BOOK PUBLISHED BY ALFRED A. KNOPFThis is a

work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s

imagination or are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events,

or locales is entirely coincidental.Text copyright © 2015 by Matt HaigCover art copyright ©

Netflix 2021. Used with permission.Interior illustrations copyright © 2015 by Chris

MouldExcerpt from The Girl Who Saved Christmas copyright © 2016 by Matt HaigAll rights

reserved. Published in the United States by Alfred A. Knopf, an imprint of Random House

Children’s Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York. Originally published in

hardcover in Great Britain by Canongate Books Ltd., Edinburgh, in 2015.Knopf, Borzoi Books,

and the colophon are registered trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC.Visit us on the

Web!Educators and librarians, for a variety of teaching tools, visit us atLibrary of Congress

Cataloging-in-Publication DataNames: Haig, Matt, author. | Mould, Chris, illustrator.Title: A boy

called Christmas / Matt Haig ; with illustrations by Chris Mould.Description: First U.S. edition. |

New York : Alfred A. Knopf, [2016] |Originally published in hardcover in Great Britain by

Canongate Books Ltd., Edinburgh, in 2015 |Summary: “Nikolas, the boy who would one day be

known as Santa Claus, goes on a life-changing quest to the North Pole.” —Provided by

publisherSubjects: LCSH: Santa Claus—Juvenile fiction. | CYAC: Santa Claus—Fiction.|

Christmas—Fiction. | BISAC: JUVENILE FICTION / Holidays & Celebrations/ Christmas &

Advent. | JUVENILE FICTION / Fantasy & Magic.Classification: LCC PZ7.H12597 Bo 2016 |

DDC [Fic]—dc23Random House Children’s Books supports the First Amendment and

celebrates the right to read.ep_rh_4.1_c0_r2ContentsCoverTitle

PageDedicationCopyrightEpigraphAn Ordinary BoyA Woodcutter’s SonThe Cottage and the

MouseThe HunterThe Sleigh (and Other Bad News)The Arrival of Aunt CarlottaRumbling

Stomachs and Other NightmaresA Very Short Chapter with a Long Title in Which Not Very

Much HappensThe Old LadyThe ReindeerSomething RedThe End of MagicFather Topo and

Little NooshThe Elf VillageThe Mystery of Little KipAn Unpleasant EncounterThe Troll and the

Truth PixieThe Scariest ThoughtThe Art of Climbing Through ChimneysBlitzen to the Rescue!

The SearchThe Elf BoyBlitzen’s RevengeSomething GoodRiding Through the AirA Boy Called

ChristmasThe Big DecisionA Last Visit to Aunt CarlottaHow Father Christmas Spent the Next

Ten YearsNaughty and NiceFather Christmas Seeks the TruthForty Years Later…The Magic of

GivingThe First Child to Wake UpExcerpt from The Girl Who Saved ChristmasYou are about to

read the true story of Father Christmas.Yes. Father Christmas.You may wonder how I know the

true story of Father Christmas, and I will tell you that you shouldn’t really question such things.

Not right at the start of a book. It’s rude, for one thing. All you need to understand is that I do

know the story of Father Christmas, or else why would I be writing it?Maybe you don’t call him

Father Christmas.Maybe you call him something else.Santa or Saint Nick or Santa Claus or

Sinterklaas or Kris Kringle or Pelznickel or Papa Noel or Strange Man with a Big Belly Who

Talks to Reindeer and Gives Me Presents. Or maybe you have a name you’ve come up with

yourself, just for fun. If you were an elf, though, you would always call him Father Christmas. It

was the pixies who started calling him Santa Claus, and spread the word, just to confuse

things, in their mischievous way.But whatever you happen to call him, you know about him, and

that’s the main thing.Can you believe there was a time when no one in the world knew about

him? A time when he was just an ordinary boy called Nikolas, living in the middle of nowhere,

or the middle of Finland, doing nothing with magic except believing in it? A boy who knew very

little about the world except the taste of mushroom soup, the feel of a cold north wind, and the



stories he was told. And who only had a doll made out of a turnip to play with.But life was going

to change for Nikolas, in ways he could never have imagined. Things were going to happen to

him.Good things.Bad things.But if you are one of those people who believe that some things

are impossible, you should put this book down right away. It is most certainly not for

you.Because this book is full of impossible things.Are you still reading the book?Good. (Elves

would be proud.)Then let us begin…Now, Nikolas was a happy boy.Well, actually, no.He would

have told you he was happy, if you asked him, and he certainly tried to be happy, but

sometimes being happy is quite tricky. I suppose what I am saying is that Nikolas was a boy

who believed in happiness, the way he believed in elves and trolls and pixies, but he had never

actually seen an elf or a troll or a pixie, and he hadn’t really seen proper happiness either. At

least, not for a very long time. He didn’t have it that easy.Take Christmas.This is the list of every

present Nikolas received for Christmas. In his entire life.A wooden sleigh.A doll carved out of a

turnip.That’s it.The truth is that Nikolas’s life was hard. But he made the best of it.He had no

brothers or sisters to play with, and the nearest town—Kristiinankaupunki (kris-tee-nan-cow-

PUN-kee)—was a long way away. It took even longer to get to than it did to pronounce. And

anyway, there wasn’t much to do in the town except go to church or look in the window of the

toy shop.“Papa! Look! A wooden reindeer!” gasped Nikolas as he pressed his nose against the

glass. Or:“Look! An elf doll!”Or:“Look! A cuddly doll of the king!”And once he even asked:“Can I

have one?”He looked up at his father’s face. A long and thin face with thick bushy eyebrows

and skin rougher than old shoes in the rain.“Do you know how much it is?” said Joel.“No,” said

Nikolas.And then his father held up his left hand, fingers stretched. He had only four and a half

fingers on his left hand because of an accident with an ax. A horrible accident. Lots of blood.

And we probably shouldn’t dwell on it too much, as this is a Christmas story.“Four and a half

rubles?”His dad looked cross. “No. No. Five. Five rubles. And five rubles for an elf doll is too

much money. You could buy a cottage for that.”“I thought cottages cost one hundred rubles,

Papa?”“Don’t try and be clever, Nikolas.”“I thought you said I should try and be clever.”“Not right

now. And anyway, why would you need an elf doll when you have that turnip doll your mother

made? Couldn’t you pretend the turnip is an elf ?”“Yes, Papa, of course,” Nikolas said, because

he didn’t want to make his dad upset.“Don’t worry, son. I’ll work so hard that one day I’ll be rich

and you can have all the toys you want and we can have a real horse, with our own coach, and

ride into town like a king and a prince!”“Don’t work too hard, Papa,” said Nikolas. “You need to

play sometimes too. And I am happy with my turnip doll.”But his father had to work hard.

Chopping wood all day and every day. He worked from as soon as it was light to when it was

dark.“The trouble is, we live in Finland,” his father explained, on the day our story

starts.“Doesn’t everyone live in Finland?” asked Nikolas.It was morning. They were heading out

into the forest, passing the old stone well that they could never look at. Joel had an ax on his

back. The blade dazzled in the cold morning sun.“No,” said Joel. “Some people live in Sweden.

And there are about seven people who live in Norway. Maybe even eight. The world is a big

place.”“So what is the problem with living in Finland, Papa?”“Trees.”“Trees? I thought you liked

trees. That’s why you chop them down.”“But there are trees everywhere. So no one pays much

for…” Joel stopped. Turned around.“What is it, Papa?”“I thought I heard something.” They saw

nothing but birch and pine trees and shrubs of herbs and heather. A tiny red-breasted bird sat

on a branch.“Must have been nothing,” Joel said, unsure.Joel stared up at a giant pine,

pressed his hand on the rough bark. “This is the one.” He began chopping, and Nikolas began

his search for mushrooms and berries.Nikolas only had a single mushroom in his basket when

he saw an animal up ahead, in the distance. Nikolas loved animals, but mainly saw only birds,

mice, and rabbits. Sometimes he would see a moose.But this was something bigger and



stronger.A bear. A giant brown bear, about three times the size of Nikolas, standing on its hind

legs, its huge paws scooping berries into its mouth. Nikolas’s heart started a drumroll of

excitement. He decided to get a closer look.He walked quietly forward. He was quite close

now.I know that bear!The terrifying moment when he realized he recognized the bear was also

the one when he stepped on a twig and it cracked. The bear turned, stared straight at

him.Nikolas felt something grab his arm, hard. He turned to see his father looking crossly down

at him.“What are you doing?” Joel hissed. “You’ll get yourself killed.”His dad’s grip was so tight

it hurt. But then he let go.“Be the forest,” whispered Joel. This was something he always said

whenever danger was around. Nikolas never knew what it meant. He just stayed still. But it was

too late.Nikolas remembered when he was six years old, with his mother—his jolly, singing,

rosy-cheeked mother. They had been going to get some water from the well when they’d seen

the exact same bear. His mother had told Nikolas to run back to the cottage, and Nikolas had

run. She hadn’t.Nikolas watched his dad hold his ax with a stronger grip, but he saw his dad’s

hands tremble. Joel pulled Nikolas back, behind him, in case the bear charged.“Run.”“No. I’m

staying with you.”It was unclear if the bear was going to chase them. It probably wasn’t. It was

probably too old and tired. But it did roar at them.Then, right at that moment, there was a

whistling sound. Nikolas felt something brush against his ear, like a fast feather. A moment

later, a gray-feathered arrow was piercing the tree beside the bear’s head. The bear went down

on all fours, and sloped away.Nikolas and Joel looked behind them, trying to see who had fired

the arrow, but there was nothing but pine trees.“It must be the hunter,” said Joel.A week before,

they had found an injured moose with the same gray-feathered arrow sticking out of it. Nikolas

had made his father help the poor creature. He’d watched him gather snow and press it around

the wound before pulling the arrow out.They kept staring through the trees. They heard a twig

crack, but still didn’t see anything.“All right, Christmas, let’s go,” his dad said.Nikolas hadn’t

been called that for a long time.Back in the old days, his father used to joke around and have

fun. He used to call everyone nicknames. Nikolas’s mother was “Sweetbread,” even though her

real name was Lilja, and Nikolas himself was nicknamed “Christmas” because he had been

born on Christmas Day. His father had even engraved his wooden sleigh with the

nickname.“Look at him, Sweetbread, our little boy Christmas.”He was hardly ever called that

now.“But don’t ever go spying on bears, okay? You’ll get yourself killed. Stay near me. You’re

still clearly a boy.”A little later, after Joel had been chopping for an hour, he sat down on a tree

stump.“I could help you,” offered Nikolas.His father held up his left hand. “This is what happens

when eleven-year-olds use axes.”So Nikolas just kept his eyes to the ground, looking for

mushrooms, and wondered if being eleven years old was ever going to be any fun.The cottage

where Nikolas and Joel lived was the second-smallest cottage in the whole of Finland.It only

had one room. So the bedroom was also the kitchen and the living room and the bathroom.

Actually, there was no bath. There wasn’t even a toilet. The toilet was just a massive deep hole

in the ground outside. The house had two beds, with mattresses stuffed with straw and

feathers. The sleigh was always kept outside, but Nikolas kept his turnip doll beside the bed to

remind him of his mother.But Nikolas didn’t mind. It didn’t really matter how small a house was

if you had a big imagination. And Nikolas spent his time daydreaming and thinking of magical

things like pixies and elves.So the best part of Nikolas’s day was bedtime, because this was

when his father would tell him a story. A little brown mouse, whom Nikolas named Miika, would

sneak into the warmth of the cottage and listen too.Well, Nikolas liked to think that Miika was

listening, but really he was just fantasizing about cheese. Which took quite a lot of fantasizing,

as Miika was a forest mouse, and there weren’t any cows or goats in this forest, and he had

never seen or smelt cheese, let alone tasted it.But Miika, like all mice, believed in the existence



of cheese, and knew it would be very, very good if he got an opportunity to taste it.Anyway,

Nikolas would lie there, in the happy coziness of his bedclothes, and listen intently to his

father’s stories. Joel always looked tired. He had rings under his eyes. He seemed to get a new

one every year. Like a tree.“Now,” said his father, that night. “What story would you like

tonight?”“I’d like you to tell me about the elves.”“Again? You’ve been told about the elves every

night since you were three.”“Please, Papa. I like to hear about them.”So Joel told a story about

the elves of the Far North, who lived beyond the only mountain in Finland, a secret mountain

that some people doubt is there. A magical land, a snow-covered village called Elfhelm

surrounded by wooded hills.“Are they real, Papa?” Nikolas asked.“Yes. I’ve never seen them,”

his father said, sincerely, “but I believe they are. And sometimes believing is as good as

knowing.”And Nikolas agreed, but Miika the mouse disagreed, or he would have done if he had

understood. If he had understood, he would have said, “I’d rather taste real cheese than just

believe in it.”But for Nikolas, it was enough. “Yes, Papa, I know believing is as good as knowing.

I believe the elves are friendly. Do you?”“Yes,” said Joel. “And they wear brightly colored

clothes.”“You wear colorful clothes, Papa!”This was true, but Joel’s clothes were made from

leftover rags he got for free from the tailor in town. He had made himself multicolored

patchwork trousers and a green shirt and—best of all—a big floppy red hat with a white furry

rim and a fluffy white cotton bobble.“Oh yes, I do, but my clothes are getting old and tatty. The

elves’ clothes always look brand-new and…”He stopped right there.There was a noise

outside.And a moment later came three hard knocks on the door.“That’s strange,” said

Joel.“Maybe it’s Aunt Carlotta,” said Nikolas, really hoping more than anything in the world that

it wasn’t Aunt Carlotta.Joel walked over to the door. It wasn’t a long walk. It only took him one

step. He opened the door to reveal a man.A tall, strong, broad-shouldered, square-jawed man

with hair like golden straw. He had bright blue eyes and smelt of hay and looked as powerful as

twenty horses. Or half a bear. He looked strong enough to lift the cottage off the ground, if that

had been what he wanted. But he wasn’t in the mood for lifting cottages off the ground

today.They recognized the arrows the man was carrying on his back, and their gray

feathers.“It’s you,” said Joel. “The hunter.”Nikolas could see his father was impressed.“It is,” said

the man. Even his voice sounded like it had muscles. “My name is Anders. That was a pretty

close thing with the bear earlier.”“Yes, thank you. Come in, come in. I’m Joel. And this is my

good son, Nikolas.”The big man noticed the mouse sitting in the corner of the room, eating a

mushroom.“I don’t like you,” said Miika, looking at the man’s large shoes. “Your feet are, frankly,

terrifying.”“Would you like a drink?” Joel asked, meekly. “I have some cloudberry wine.”“Yes,”

said Anders, and then he saw Nikolas and smiled in a friendly way at him. “Wine would be nice.

I see that you wear your red hat even indoors, Joel.”“Well, it keeps me warm.”Cloudberry wine,

thought Nikolas as Joel pulled down a bottle that was hiding on the top of the kitchen

cupboard. He didn’t know his father had any cloudberry wine.Fathers were mysteries.“I’ve

come to ask if you can help with something,” said Anders.“Ask away,” Joel said, pouring out two

cups of wine.Anders took a sip. Then a gulp. Then he drank the entire cup. He wiped his mouth

with his big sweaty right hand. “I want you to do something. Something for the king.”Joel was

startled. “King Frederick?” Then he laughed. This was clearly dark hunter humor. “Ha! For a

minute there, I actually believed you! What on this earth would a king require from a humble

woodcutter like myself 	?”
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Barb W, “Don't be dissuaded by negative reviews. This book is a gem.. Clearly BBS believes

children's books should be all sugar and spice. This is a delightful book, and BBS has not

understood it. For instance, Christmas's father does something in a crisis that insures that his

son will survive and succeed. Do you really want to label that "suicide?" If you really want to get

analytical, this could be a story about a young boy who rises above all the hardship and sorrow

of his youth to become a compassionate and loving icon. Or, you could just read with your

children and chuckle at silly incidents and cheer for a boy with moxie.”

Andrew "Big Ugly' Hale, “Endearing. Slightly Magical.. There is magic in giving. There is hope

in believing. There is tyranny in fear.Cute and witty. Like the film, each statement or detail

seems to be well-thought, as either a generalized statement on philosophy or a play on the

different details of Santa's mythology.There's a lot of talk of hope and kindness and believing

without seeing. It's interesting that the author speaks so much on a type of faith but is

apparently not a believer in God, from one interview I read. He doesn't go into his unbelief, he

more so seems inspired by his own struggles with depression and feeling alone, themes that

hit the protagonist at different times. But every time the darkness hits, the light comes through.

Though I'd attribute the light to God's Light, I very much enjoy the author's focus of finding our

worth and having hope.”

Sharon Berry, “NO CHRISTMAS CLICHES HERE! Just a delightful new take on the "Santa

Story "!. This book is a refreshingly different story of how Santa came to be. As I read it, I found

myself wishing my grandchildren were still young enough to sit beside me and take turns

reading it with me. And " The Girl Who Saved Christmas " completes the story. I fully intend to

get hardback copies for my grown children so that they might share these wonderful holiday

stories with their own grandchildren one day.”

C. Graham, “A boy called Christmas. I gave this book three stars because of its awesome way

of thinking. I never would have thought of the fact that Santa was a young boy many years ago

and that he was a human. I never thought of him as an elf OR a human. Same with the fact that

I never thought about where Santa would live, either. Finland was a very interesting choice!

This book I  full of surprises, fun, happiness, and sweets. Happy reading!”

Bibble Boo, “A wonderful, weird, magical book. What a relief it was to find this author. A Boy

Called Christmas was so good that bedtime story time kept on going and going. We had

finished reading every Roald Dahl book there is for kids (except for Witches, too scary or so I’m



told) and other books were just a let down. Not this book! The description that it’s equal parts

Dickens and Roald Dahl is spot on. I bought the two sequel books before we were even

halfway through this one so that we could continue to binge read. Next up? The Truth Pixie and

A Mouse Called Miika!”

Mama Slambino, “Instant Classic. If you're a fan of Roald Dahl, Lemony Snicket, and kind-

hearted heroes, you're going to love this book. My son and I tried not to rush through it, but it

is such a page-turner that it was hard to put down.”

Fifisoo, “Love this book. Love this book. In the middle of reading it to my two youngest boys (9

and 7) and this evening just as we sat down to read a couple of chapters, my 9 year old looked

up at me and said "Mum I have been looking forward to this all day". Speaks for itself really. I

struggle reading them novels and if I am honest I still hanker for the picture book days, they are

quick and I miss the pictures!! Well the illustrations in some of them are truly magical. Also was

before I was working full-time. Am so bloomin' tired by the end of the day the bed-time story

quite often gets neglected. I pop on a story CD and go off to fold the laundry feeling guilty and

a bit pants. So, am delighted to report that this book is brilliant. I am as captivated as the boys

and it is just so nice reading it during the build up to Christmas, especially as the little one still

believes. This is what reading to your kids is all about. Hugs, giggles and making happy

memories. The laundry can definitely wait!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The real story of father Christmas. Just finished reading this to my 6 year

old, We've been reading it for the past few days and he's really enjoyed it. His brother who's 5

wasn't interested in it and fell asleep after a few pages every night but my oldest son loved it.

There are quite sensitive subjects in it regarding death, loss, grief, trust, child abuse but told in

a childlike way. There were a few times my son got upset and I was unsure about carrying on

but I think it's important he knows that it's OK to cry if he finds something sad and that it's

amazing to laugh hysterically when there's something funny. I loved the little illustrations they're

mega cute. And the story itself is beautiful with a lovely ending. I'd be quite happy to read this

myself even if I didn't have children, but then, I am a HUGE fan of Matt Haig. A must read at

this time of year”

Zulu Warrior, “A Boy Called Christmas. Nikolas 11yrs was called Christmas because he was

born on Christmas day, he lived in a small cottage in Finland with his best friend Miika a

mouse, his father Joel went off with a hunter to prove the existence of Elves, this was worth a

lot of money and the family needed it, Aunt Carlotta was to look after Nikolas but she was cruel

to him, Nikolas ran away with Miika, he met a reindeer on the way who had been shot with an

arrow, Nikolas pulled it out and the reindeer became a friend and was called BlitzenNikolas

met two Elves, Father Topo and Little Noosh who showed him the city of Elfhelm, on arriving

the Elves were very unhappy Father Vodel had banned nearly everything and Nikolas was put

in jail, he heard that an Elf Little Kip had been kidnapped by his father and other men,

Sebastian a Troll tried to eat Nikolas but the Truth Pixie stopped it, the story continues with his

escape from jail and all his many adventures with the Elves, can Nikolas bring back happiness

to the Elves and what is the special job he would be needed forMy verdict, excellent childrens

story, worth reading”

Read, Watch & Drink Coffee, “A delightful and exciting festive read.. A Boy Called Christmas is

a delightful and exciting festive read. Telling the origin story of how Santa Clause came to be



the man we know him as today, the story follows a fun adventure filled with all the magic of

family and Christmas, with a heartwarming message about hope and the joys of spreading

kindness.It’s the perfect book for adults to read their young ones at Christmas (or just if you

want a bit of Christmas cheer at this time of year!), with an exciting world for children to

imagine and experience, and plenty of added humour for parents to enjoy at the same time. I

really enjoyed Haig’s Dad-humour, as well as the beautiful illustrations by Chris Mould.My boys

are possibly a little young for this book at the minute, but it’s definitely one that I look forward to

them reading in a few years. The new film adaptation on Sky didn’t quite leave me with the

same magical feeling that the book did, but it’s still an exciting adventure for the family to enjoy

together.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent!. What a brilliant story. My 9 year old is on the cusp of not

believing and I can honestly say this book made a difference to his continued faith in the magic.

A story of the background to how Father Christmas came to be. An amusing and at times sad

story that 'answers questions' that I wouldn't have thought of! My 5 year old also enjoyed the

book. We read a chapter or two every night in the run up to Christmas Day.”

The book by Matt Haig has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 2,171 people have provided feedback.
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